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High resolution pulsed field ionization photoelectron spectroscopy using
multibunch synchrotron radiation: Time-of-flight selection scheme
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We have developed an efficient electron time-of-flight~TOF! selection scheme for high resolution
pulsed field ionization~PFI! photoelectron ~PFI-PE! measurements using monochromatized
multibunch undulator synchrotron radiation at the Advanced Light Source. By employing a simple
electron TOF spectrometer, we show that PFI-PEs produced by the PFI in the dark gap of a
synchrotron ring period can be cleanly separated from prompt background photoelectrons. A near
complete suppression of prompt electrons was achieved in PFI-PE measurements by gating the
PFI-PE TOF peak, as indicated by monitoring background electron counts at the Ar(11s8)
autoionizing Rydberg peak, which is adjacent to the Ar1(2P3/2) PFI-PE band. The
rotational-resolved PFI-PE band for H2

1 (X 2Sg
1 ,v150) measured using this electron TOF

selection scheme is nearly free from residues of nearby autoionizing features, which were observed
in the previous measurement by employing an electron spectrometer equipped with a hemispherical
energy analyzer. This comparison indicates that the TOF PFI-PE scheme is significantly more
effective in suppressing the hot-electron background. In addition to attaining a high PFI-PE
transmission, a major advantage of the electron TOF scheme is that it allows the use of a smaller
pulsed electric field and thus results in a higher instrumental PFI-PE resolution. We have
demonstrated instrumental resolutions of 1.0 cm21 full width at half maximum~FWHM! and 1.9
cm21 FWHM in the PFI-PE bands for Xe1(2P3/2) and Ar1(2P3/2) at 12.123 and 15.760 eV,
respectively. These resolutions are more than a factor 2 better than those achieved in previous
synchrotron based PFI-PE studies. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pulsed field ionization~PFI! photoelectron~PFI-PE! de-
tection schemes are superior as spectroscopic techniqu
terms of achievable resolutions compared to conventio
threshold photoelectron~TPE! measurements.1–3 In the dis-
cussion below, we refer to PFI-PEs and TPEs as elect
formed at energies slightly below and above, respectiv
the true ionization energy~IE!. The most common TPE de
tection schemes incorporate a steradiancy-type analyze4–7

which is essentially a tube-like structure that defines a fin
solid angle for the acceptance of electrons. Since TPEs
formed with near zero kinetic energies, their collection c
be achieved using a small dc electric field, whereas ho
prompt electrons ejected isotropically with finite kinetic e
ergies are strongly discriminated by the specific accepta
solid angle of the steradiancy analyzer. Since hot electr
moving directly towards the detector are not discrimina
against, the transmission function of such analyzers resul
a high-energy tail, that consequently limits the attaina
resolution in TPE measurements. When an ionization thre
old is close to strong autoionizing Rydberg states, unde

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
cyng@ameslab.gov
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able residues of these nearby autoionization states are o
observed in addition to the TPE peaks. The hot-electron
of the transmission function can be reduced by combin
the electron time-of-flight~TOF! technique8,9 or by adding a
differential energy analyzer, such as a hemispherical ene
analyzer, in tandem to the steradiancy analyzer.10 The em-
ployment of a differential energy analyzer has the disadv
tage of lowering the electron transmission. Incorporating
electron TOF scheme in synchrotron based TPE meas
ments, Morioka and co-workers have demonstrated a res
tion of 1 meV full width at half maximum~FWHM!.11 How-
ever, this TOP-TPE method generally requires a single-
two-bunch synchrotron operation,8,9,11 in which adjacent
synchrotron light pulses are separated by'300 ns. Since the
reduction in vacuum ultraviolet~VUV ! intensities in a
single- or a two-bunch mode is more than a factor of
compared to that in a multibunch operation, the applicat
of the TOF-TPE scheme has been limited in synchrot
based TPE measurements.

The laser based PFI-PE techniques1–3 have been shown
to overcome the hot-tail problem associated with the T
transmission function. In the UV/VUV laser PFI-P
schemes, the PFI electric field, which ionizes high-n Ryd-
berg species formed by photoexcitation, is delayed by a
il:
5 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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ms relative to the light pulse, thus allowing the prompt bac
ground electrons to escape from the detection zone an
eliminated from the final spectra. There is general agreem
that the extended lifetimes for high-n Rydberg states ob
served in PFI-PE experiments are due tol and ml mixings
induced by stray electric fields and/or by coexisting ba
ground ions formed during laser–molecule interactions.13,14

The PFI-PE resolution depends on both the laser opt
bandpass and the strength (F) of the electric field pulse.
Since the width15 of PFI-PEs is proportional toF1/2, the key
to achieve a high PFI-PE resolution with a fixed optic
bandpass is to apply a smallF for the PFI. It has been show
previously that PFI-PE resolutions close to the laser opt
bandpass are attainable.1

Recently, a novel synchrotron based PFI-PE experim
tal scheme has been developed by our group at the chem
dynamics beamline of the Advanced Light Sour
~ALS!.10,16–18These experiments make use of the dark g
of 16–112 ns in the ALS synchrotron ring period to app
the ionizing electric field pulse. Using an electron spectro
eter consisting of a steradiancy analyzer and a hemisphe
energy analyzer arranged in tandem, we have shown
PFI-PEs can be detected with little contamination fro
prompt electron background for a delay of only'8 ns with
respect to the beginning of the dark gap.10,16,17 Limited by
the nature of the previous synchrotron based PFI-PE sch
and also by a typically poorer optical resolution than that
UV/VUV lasers, the best PFI-PE resolution achieved was
cm21 ~FWHM! as illustrated in the observed PFI-PE band
Kr1(2P3/2).

17 In previous PFI-PE experiments from th
ALS, the minimization of prompt electron contaminatio
from nearby autoionizing states relies partly on the ch
matic aberration of the electrostatic lens system.10 In order to
achieve a high PFI-PE transmission through the elec
spectrometer, it is necessary to apply a sufficiently h
pulsed electric field, which essentially sets the limit for t
attainable PFI-PE resolution.10 Even with extreme care in
optimizing the PFI-PE electron spectrometer, a small hi
energy transmission tail is still discernible in most previo
synchrotron based PFI-PE measurements.10,16–18 The dis-
crimination of hot-electron background can be monitored
the electron counts at an energy corresponding to
Ar(11s8) Rydberg state, which lies'4.3 meV higher in en-
ergy than the Ar1(2P3/2) PFI-PE band.10,16,17 The back-
ground electron intensity at Ar(11s8) is usually found to be
;1% of that at the Ar1(2P3/2) PFI-PE peak. Although small
this incomplete suppression may still hamper identificat
of weak PE bands, especially in the presence of strong
toionizing structure.18

In this article, we describe a highly efficient synchrotr
based PFI-PE detection method, which takes advantag
the TOF difference of prompt electrons and PFI-PEs.
employing a simple electron TOF spectrometer, we sh
that almost complete separation of PFI-PEs and pro
background electrons can be achieved. The gating of
PFI-PEs thus leads to a near complete suppression of pro
electrons. In the previous PFI-PE study of H2

1 (X 2Sg
1v1

50, 2, 9, and 11!,18 the PFI-PE spectra are found to b
contaminated by residue peaks arising from many strong
Downloaded 30 Aug 2005 to 129.100.91.98. Redistribution subject to AI
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toionizing Rydberg resonances. Consequently, the obse
relative PFI-PE peak intensities may not reflect the act
PFI-PE cross sections. We show here that the PFI-PE b
for H2

1(X 2Sg
1v150) obtained using this new TOF PFI-P

scheme is essentially free from residues of strong autoio
ing structures observed in the previous measureme18

Hence, the H2
1 PFI-PE band recorded in this experime

should provide more reliable PFI-PE cross sections.
Furthermore, since the electron transmission of the T

PFI-PE selection scheme is not strongly affected by
pulsed electric field for the PFI, a lower Stark electric fie
pulse can be used. This leads to higher achievable PF
resolutions. To illustrate this advantage, we show below
PFI-PE bands for Xe1(2P3/2) and Ar1(2P3/2) recorded using
the TOF PFI-PE method, achieving resolutions unmatche
previous synchrotron based PFI-PE experiments.10,16–18

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The experiments were carried out at the Chemical D
namics Beamline19–21 of the ALS associated with the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The beamline co
sists of a 10-cm-period undulator, a gas harmonic filter,21 a
6.65-m-off-plane Eagle mounted monochromator and
photoelectron–photoion spectrometer, all of which ha
been described in detail previously.10,16–21 In this experi-
ment, Ar was used as the filter gas and thus high undul
harmonics at energies above the IE of Ar~15.760 eV! were
essentially eliminated. The filtered undulator VUV ligh
beam, which consists of predominantly the first undula
harmonic, was directed into the monochromator, where
VUV photon beam was dispersed by either a 2400 lines/m
grating ~dispersion50.64 Å/mm! or a 480 lines/mm
~dispersion50.32 Å/mm!. The resulting monochromatic
VUV beam was then focused into the photoionizatio
photoexcitation ~PI/PEX! region of the photoelectron–
photoion apparatus. In this experiment, monochroma
entrance/exit slits used were either 10/10 or 30/30mm. The
photon energy calibration was achieved using the known
or photoionization transitions of Ar, Xe, and H2.

17–19All gas
samples were introduced as an effusive beam throug
metal orifice with a diameter of 0.5 mm at room temperatu
and a distance of 0.5 cm from the PI/PEX region.

The electron TOF spectrometer used in this study
been modified from the one used in our previo
experiments.10,16–19The main difference was that the hem
spherical analyzer has been removed and only a steradi
analyzer was used as an electron TOF spectrometer. A s
matic diagram showing the present lens arrangement for
electron and ion TOF detection can be seen in Fig. 1. T
distance between lenses I1 and E1 was 1.0 cm. The midp
between lenses I1 and E1 defined the PI/PEX region.
apertures in lenses E1 and E4 used here were 10 and 2 m
diameter, respectively. Microspherical plates~MSP! were
used as the electron and ion detectors.

The PFI schemes employed here and previously13–19

make use of the dark gap—a short time lapse in every r
period, where no synchrotron light is emitted from th
source. Typical operating conditions for the ALS have be
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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changed slightly from our previous publications16–18,20–26to
accommodate the various different timing experiments t
take place at our and other beamlines. Currently, the en
orbit contains 272 bunches each of 50 ps duration and s
rated by 2 ns. There is a 112-ns-dark gap at the end of e
ring period for removing ions formed in the orbit. Occasio
ally, a high current spike~typically 10 mA! is injected into
the dark gap at bunch 312 relative to the first bunch after
dark gap. Even with this spike present, a true dark gap o
ns after the last of the multibunches is present, which
sufficient for performing our experiment, although electr
discrimination is slightly poorer. All experiments present
here were carried out during the normal multibunch ope
tion of the ALS with no high-current spike, i.e., with a da
gap of 112 ns. However, we note that the TOF PFI-PE
lection scheme described below can be implemented wi
dark gap down to 80 ns.

Here, we use Ar as the gas sample to illustrate the TO
PFI-PE selection method. In this scheme, a dc voltage
20.14 V was applied to lens I1 for the purpose of hot ele
tron extraction. Prior to the application of the electric fie
pulse, lens E1 was set at the ground potential. This has
effect of pushing hot electrons arising from autoionizati
and direct ionization towards the electron detector as soo
they were formed. Typical voltages applied to lenses I2,
E3, E4, and E5 were220, 0.5, 3.0, 2.0, and 500 V, respe
tively. The front grid of the MSP was set at 500 V. Th
electron flight distance is 6.8 cm, which was determined
the distance between the PI/PEX region and E5. This fli
distance, along with the voltage settings for the lenses,
termines the TOF of prompt electrons. The TOF for PFI-P
also depends on the height and width of the electric fi
pulse applied for the Stark field ionization.

Figure 2~a! shows the emitting pattern of the ALS ligh
pulses in the multibunch operation. The two shaded ar
represent stacks of uniformly spaced synchrotron microli
bunches~width of individual bunches550 ps, separation
between adjacent bunches52 ns!. For clarity, the 112 ns

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram showing the electrostatic lens arrangemen
ion and electron TOF spectrometer. The electron and ion detectors ar
crospherical plates~MSP!. The ion drift tube and the ion MSP detector a
not shown in the figure.
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dark gap is shown centered in the 656-ns-ring period in F
2~a!. Following a delay of some 20–60 ns with respect to t
beginning of the dark gap, an electric field pulse in the ran
of 0.3–1.5 V/cm was applied to lens E1@see Fig. 2~b!#. The
frequency of the electric field pulse for the PFI was 1.
MHz, consistent with the ring period.

When the photon energy was set to coincide with
Ar1(2P3/2) PFI-PE peak at 15.7596 eV, the observed TO
spectrum~solid circles! for PFI-PEs was found to exhibit a
single peak with a full width of'40 ns as shown in Fig
2~c!. We note that the time zero of the TOF spectra shown
Fig. 2~c! corresponds to the triggering bunch-marking pu
provided by the ALS, the position of which is arbitrar
Partly due to the small VUV spot size (0.230.3 mm2) at the
PI/PEX region,19 the observed TOF peak for PFI-PEs w
expected to be narrow. We note that the observed full wi
of 40 ns is equal to the width of the electric field pulse f
the PFI. This observation indicates that the PFI-PEs form
within 40 ns during the application of the Stark pulses we
highly monoenergetic with little dispersion as they travel
from the PI/PEX region to the electron MSP detector. N
prompt electrons can be observed at 15.7596 eV because
energy is below the IE of Ar. It can be seen from the co
parison with the positions of the Stark pulse@Fig. 2~b!# and
the TOF peak for PFI-PEs that the TOF for PFI-PEs from
PI/PEX region to the electron MSP detector is'50 ns. As
the photon energy was slightly increased above the IE for
formation of Ar1(2P3/2), the single TOF peak for PFI-PE

the
i-

FIG. 2. The timing structures for~a! the pattern of VUV light bunches
emitted in the ALS multibunch mode;~b! the electric field pulses applied to
lens E1~see Fig. 1!; and ~c! the electron TOF spectra of PFI-PEs~d! as
observed at the Ar1(2P3/2) PFI-PE peak and hot or prompt electrons~s! as
observed at the Ar(11s8) autoionizing state.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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disappears and an electron TOF spectrum for prompt e
trons resembling the synchrotron orbit pattern was obser
as these electrons are extracted continuously by the sma
field. The electron TOF spectrum~open circles! observed
using a 1.5 V/cm Stark pulse with the photon energy se
15.7655 eV corresponding to the position of the Ar(11s8)
autoionizing Rydberg state is also shown in Fig. 2~c!. In this
spectrum, a small electron signal due to prompt electr
was observed uniformly in time except in a window of'110
ns corresponding to the width of the dark gap, where ess
tially no electrons were formed.

The location of the TOF peak for PFI-PEs in the TO
spectrum depends on the height of the Stark pulse and
delay with respect to the beginning of the dark gap. Th
parameters were adjusted so that the TOF peak for the
PEs fell in the middle of the 110-ns-TOF window where
hot electrons were observed and thus achieved a clear s
ration of prompt electrons from PFI-PEs. As a result, P
PEs can be easily detected free from background pro
electrons by setting a gate with a width corresponding to
width of the TOF peak for PFI-PEs as shown in Fig. 2~c!.

The gating of the PFI-PE counts was done using
LeCroy Model 622 coincidence unit. The timing or bunc
marker pulse from the ALS was a NIM pulse that was'24
ns wide. This pulse was typically shaped down to 4 ns us
a Stanford Research Systems~SRS! pulse generator. The
PFI-PE signal arrived at the electron MSP was passed
through an amplifier and then a discriminator. The result
PFI-PE signal pulse was further shaped using another
pulse generator to the range of 1–10 ns. In the present
periment, the width of the shaped PFI-PE signal pulse w
typically set at 10 ns. The coincidence unit received
shaped bunch-marker pulse and the shaped PFI-PE s
pulse as inputs. We then changed the delay of the sha
PFI-PE signal pulse until it overlapped with the shap
bunch-marker pulse. The coincidence unit only gave out
output pulse when the two pulses overlap. The minim
overlap between the two pulses is 1 ns. For a typical pu
width of 4 ns for the shaped bunch-marker pulse and tha
10 ns for the shaped electron signal pulse, the TOF res
tion or effective gate width was 16 ns. Higher TOF reso
tions down to 1 ns can be obtained, though this proved
necessary due to the adequate separation of electron T
We have used a gate width varied in the range of 20–40
and found that the increase of the PFI-PE counts was sm
The prompt electron suppression efficiency decreases rap
when the gate width was increased to.40 ns, in accordance
with the TOF spectra observed in Fig. 2~c!. We note that the
width of the PFI-PE TOF peak depends on the height
width of the Stark pulse.

We found that even with lenses I1 and E1 held at 0 V dc,
field penetration from adjacent lenses I2 and E2 still allow
for extraction of the prompt electrons toward the electr
detector with sufficient time separation for discriminatio
The TOF spectrum for prompt electrons observed with
photon energy set at the Ar(11s8) autoionizing Rydberg state
using a nominal dc repeller field of 0 V/cm for the PI/PE
region was similar to that~open circles! shown in Fig. 2~c!.
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III. RESULTS

In order to illustrate the superior performance of t
TOF PFI-PE scheme as compared to the previous sync
tron based PFI-PE method.16–18,22–26in terms of the achiev-
able resolution and prompt electron background suppress
we show below the PFI-PE spectra for Ar1(2P3/2),
Xe1(2P3/2), and H2

1(v150,N1) obtained using the TOF
PFI-PE method.

A. PFI-PE bands for Ar 1
„

2P3/2… and Xe1
„

2P3/2…

Figure 3~a! depicts the photoelectron spectrum for Ar
the region of 15.755–15.770 eV observed by collecting
electrons arriving at the electron MSP detector. In this ca
the electron TOF spectrometer performed as a steradia
analyzer for TPE detection. The 2400 lines/mm grating w
used with monochromator entrance/exit slits set at 30/30mm.
As expected, the spectrum shown in Fig. 3~a! is essentially a
TPE spectrum exhibiting the characteristic hot electron t
The intensity of the autoionizing Ar(11s8) Rydberg peak
@marked in Fig. 3~a!# is stronger than that of the Ar1(2P3/2)
TPE peak. The PFI-PE band for Ar1(2P3/2) depicted in Fig.
3~b! was recorded using a nominal dc field of 0 V/cm acro
lenses I1 and E1 and a 1.5 V/cm pulsed electric field of 40
duration for the PFI. As shown in Fig. 3~b!, a near complete

FIG. 3. ~a! TPE spectrum for Ar in the range 15.755–15.770 eV observ
by collecting all electrons arrived at the electron MSP detector. The elec
TOF spectrometer was used as a steradiancy analyzer.~b! PFI-PE spectrum
for Ar in the range 15.755–15.770 eV obtained using the TOF PFI-
selection scheme. The 2400 lines/mm was used. The monochrom
entrance/exit slits are set at 30/30mm for both~a! and~b! corresponding to
a nominal wavelength resolution of 0.0192 Å~FWHM!.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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suppression of the Ar(11s8) was achieved. The actual inten
sity at Ar(11s8) was ,0.2% of the Ar1(2P3/2) intensity
when the above TOF gating scheme was incorporated.
is approximately 10 times better than previous results
tained using a hemispherical analyzer for PFI-PE detectio10

As pointed out above, the previous PFI-PE detect
scheme using a hemispherical energy analyzer requires a
ficiently high Stark pulse for attaining a high electron tran
mission. The relatively high Stark pulse required also lim
the attainable PFI-PE resolution. The transmission of P
PEs in this TOF selection scheme does not have a st
dependence on the applied pulsed electric field. Figures~a!
and 4~b! show the PFI-PE bands of Xe1(2P3/2) and
Ar1(2P3/2) in the regions of 12.128–12.131 and 15.75
15.762 eV, respectively, measured using the TOF PFI
detection method. The pulsed field used in these meas
ments was'0.3 V/cm. The Gaussian fit to these PFI-P
spectra reveals a resolution of 1.0 cm21 ~FWHM! for the
Xe1(2P3/2) bands and 1.9 cm21 ~FWHM! for the Ar1(2P3/2)
band. These resolutions are more than a factor of two be
than the best resolutions recorded for these PFI-PE band
previous ALS experiments and are close to the best res
tion ~0.8 cm21, FWHM! reported using VUV laser PFI-PE
techniques at'18 eV.27 The resolutions of these spectra a
limited by both the VUV optical resolution and the pulse
field used. We expect that the optical resolution can be

FIG. 4. ~a! PFI-PE band for Xe1(2P3/2) ~open circles! obtained using a
pulsed field of 0.3 V/cm. A Gaussian fit obtained using a least-squares
also shown~line!, revealing a FWHM maximum of 1.060.2 cm21. ~b!
Experimental PFI-PE band for Ar1(2P3/2) ~open circles! obtained using a
pulsed field of 0.3 V/cm. A Gaussian fit obtained using a least-squares
also shown~line!, revealing a FWHM of 1.960.3 cm21. The 4800 lines/mm
grating was used. The monochromator entrance/exit slits are set at 30/3mm
for both ~a! and ~b! corresponding to a nominal wavelength resolution
0.0096 Å~FWHM!.
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proved by operating the monochromator in second or th
order. Hence, the attainable resolution for this TOF PFI-
method can be further improved.

B. PFI-PE band for H 2
1
„X 2Sg

1 ,v 150…

The PFI-PE spectrum for H2
1(X 2Sg

1 ,v150) in the en-
ergy range of 15.34–15.47 eV obtained using the T
PFI-PE scheme with a 0 V/cm dc field at the PI/PEX regio
and 1.5 V/cm Stark pulsed field is depicted in Fig. 5~a!.
Using the 2400 lines/mm grating and monochroma
entrance/exit slits sizes of 10/10mm, the nominal wave-
length resolution used was 0.0064 Å~FWHM!. Figure 5~b!
shows the H2

1(X 2Sg
1 ,v150) spectrum in the same energ

range recorded previously using a tandem steradian
hemispherical spectrometer at a nominal optical resolution
0.048 Å @see Fig. 5~b!#.18 We note that the actual resolutio
is always lower than the nominal resolution. On the basis
previous measurements, we estimate that the actual res
tion for the spectra of Fig. 5~a! was 0.013 Å FWHM, a factor
of 2 lower than the nominal resolution. The actual resolut
for the spectrum of Fig. 5~b! was expected to be similar t
the nominal resolution of 0.05 Å FWHM. The pulsed elect
field used for recording the spectrum of Fig. 5~b! was 0.67
V/cm.

The positioning of rotational transitions (N1,J9) from
rotationalJ9 levels for H2 to rotationalN1 levels for H2

1 are
marked in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. By far the strongest peaks i
these spectra are the~1,1! transitions. The strength of thi
transition is shown to result from the coupling with a nea

is

is

FIG. 5. PFI-PE spectrum for H2
1(X 2Sg

1 ,v150) recorded~a! using elec-
tron TOF analysis with a 0 V/cm dc field, and a 1.5 V/cm pulsed field acro
the interaction region. The 4800 lines grating was used. The monochrom
entrance/exit slits are set at 10/10mm corresponding to a nominal resolutio
of 0.0064 Å~FWHM!, ~b! using a hemispherical and steradiancy analyze
tandem and a 0.67 V cm21 pulsed field at a nominal wavelength resolutio
of 0.048 Å ~FWHM!.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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resonance low-n Rydberg state converging to a high ioniz
tion threshold.28 The resolution of the spectrum shown
Fig. 5~a! is better than that of Fig. 5~b!. This is due in part to
a better wavelength resolution used in the measuremen
the spectrum of Fig. 5~a!. In the previous experiment,18 we
had examined the achievable resolution by using a hig
wavelength resolution and found that the observed PFI
resolution could not be significantly improved because
contamination by strong nearby autoionizing resonance
shown in Fig. 5~b!. In view of this previous exercise, we ma
conclude that the higher resolution observed in Fig 5~a! is
due partly to a better suppression of prompt electrons. Ne
all the background peaks originating from strong autoion
ing states seen in Fig. 5~b! are suppressed in the spectrum
Fig. 5~a!. Two exceptions are the peaks observed at 15.
and 15.436 eV, which cannot be accounted for by dir
ionization processes. These correspond to relatively inte
autoionizing states observed in the photoionization cr
section29 and their observation here reflects the fact that s
pression of hot electrons is still not complete.

The strongest~1,1! peaks of Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! are nor-
malized to the same intensities. The relative intensities
other rotation transitions observed in Fig. 5~a! are weaker
than those resolved in Fig. 5~b!. Nevertheless, the relativ
intensities for (N1,J9) transitions observed in Figs. 5~a! and
5~b! are in reasonable agreement. Since the spectrum of
5~a! is essentially free from contamination of autoionizin
resonances, it provides a more reliable measure for the
tive photoionization cross sections of the marked rotatio
transitions. Based on the FWHM of the~0,0! transition, we
estimate that the PFI-PE resolution for the spectrum of F
5~a! is 2.5 cm21 FWHM, significantly higher than'7 cm21

FWHM attained in the spectrum of Fig. 5~b!. The ~0,2! and
~4,2! transitions, which completely overlap with the strong
~3,3! and ~3,1! transitions, respectively, in Fig. 5~b!, are re-
solved into shoulder peaks in Fig. 5~a!. In the present experi
ment, a doublet is observed at the position of the~2,2! tran-
sition. Furthermore, a shoulder peak is evident at the
energy side of the~1,1! transition. The detailed simulation o
the H2

1 PFI-PE spectra using the multichannel quantum
fect theory is in progress and will be published elsewher28

IV. DISCUSSION

The spectra presented in Figs. 4~a!, 4~b!, 5~a!, and 5~b!
have demonstrated that the TOF PFI-PE detection me
described here is superior compared to the previous sync
tron based PFI-PE measurement schemes10 in both resolution
and background electron suppression. The basic differe
between this and the previous arrangement is that the h
spherical energy analyzer is eliminated in the present se
Consequently, the electron transmission through the anal
should be higher. Since the TOF axis is perpendicular to
VUV light beam, the TOF resolution is determined only b
the height of the VUV beam along the TOF axis. It should
possible to significantly increase the PFI-PE signal by
larging the entrance and exit apertures of the TOF spectr
eter without affecting the TOF resolution. When a 0 V/cm dc
electric field is maintained at the PI/PEX region, it is po
Downloaded 30 Aug 2005 to 129.100.91.98. Redistribution subject to AI
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sible to adjusted the height and width of the Stark elec
field pulse such that the PFI-PEs formed in the PI/PEX
gion remain essentially monoenergetic as they travel tow
the MSP detector. When this condition is fulfilled, the TO
peak measured by the electron MSP detector is expecte
be narrow and be independent of the entrance and exit a
tures of the electron TOF spectrometer.

One of the advantage of synchrotron based PFI-PE
periments is that the measured effective lifetimes for hign
Rydberg states are less susceptible to perturbation of
due to the low ion density produced in a synchrotr
experiment.18,25,26However, the maximum lifetimes that ca
be measured by the previous synchrotron based PF
scheme is shown to be limited by the velocity of the neut
Rydberg species and the size of the acceptance apertur
PFI-PE detection.18,25,26For example, for an electron accep
tance zone defined by a circular aperture of 3 mm in dia
eter, a thermal Rydberg species of mass 30 amu is expe
to move out of the acceptance zone in 2.0ms. Thus, if the
effective lifetime for these high-n Rydberg species is.2.0
ms, it cannot be measured using the previous PFI-PE sche
Since the TOF PFI-PE detection scheme can be made u
large entrance and exit apertures, this limitation for effect
lifetime measurements does not apply to this TOF PFI-
method.

In photoelectron–photoion coincidence~PEPICO! mea-
surements, the extraction of the correlated photoion is o
triggered by the arrival of the photoelectron to the electr
detector. If the TOF of the photoelectron is long, the cor
lated ion may move away from the ion detection zone a
thus significantly lower the sensitivity of PEPICO measu
ments. In the present TOF PFI-PE detection scheme, the
of a short TOF spectrometer has shortened the electron
from the PI/PEX region to the electron detector to'50 ns,
making it an attractive scheme for coinciden
measurements.30
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